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Stage One: Data and Low 
Comprehension Skills

Standardised literacy 

screening for all Year 7 

students from 2016.

Spelling, single word 

reading, fluency, 

comprehension 

screening measures 

administered

Comprehension 

screening measures 

used: Dibels, Daze

Extensive over-

representation in below 

benchmark results in 

comprehension skills  

revealed



Why Is This A Problem Worth 
Fixing?

Reading should be  
ultimately about 

thinking

Comprehension should go 
beyond superficial 

understanding of text

Comprehension skills 
should allow students to 

understand that texts 
are alive and unstable

Objectives

All these objectives rely on students’ engagement 
and interaction with text.



Plan A:  Understanding Through 
Inference:  Figurative Language

To use figurative language as a way 

of increasing understanding of text.

Three Point Approach

1. Identify technique

2. Describe what it means.

3. Explain the effect.

“Samuel saw the house in the distance 

and it looked like heaven.”



Plan B:  Annotations and Text 
Questioning

“Questioning is the strategy that keeps readers engaged.  

When readers ask questions, they clarify understanding and 

forge ahead to make meaning.  Asking questions is at the 

heart of thoughtful reading.” (Harvey and Goudvis)

“… I recognised that this 
strategy not only helps 
readers remember what 
they have read, but 
serves as a powerful 
assessment tool to help 
teachers see what 
students think” (Chris 
Tovani)



Stage Two: Early Implementation 
and Instruction Failure

Less questioning, more answering…

Instructions

1. Annotate each page 
with 5 questions

2. Explain why this 
question is 
important 



Stage Three: Refining Instructions

“It’s not annotating – it’s thought tracking!”

(Hannah Lendon, English Department CGS)



Stage Three: Refining Instructions

Why does Lady Macbeth think that Macbeth is 
too kind? (Year 9 Student)

Why does Lady Macbeth want to speed up the 

process of Macbeth becoming king?  What 

does this say about Lady Macbeth’s character? 

(Year 9 Student)

Explain what Lady Macbeth means by 
wanting to “pour [her] spirits” in 
Macbeth’s ear. (Year 9 Student)



Stage Four: Assessment Task and 
Questioning

Write an original monologue, 600 words in 
length, which reveals the thoughts and feelings 
of your chosen character from Macbeth on an 
issue with which they are struggling. Your 
monologue will reveal something to the 
audience that has not been said aloud in the 
play, but which has been implied. 

“I always wondered why the witches 
were out to get Macbeth in the first 
place!”
(Year 9 Student)



Outcomes and Future Plans

Qualitative Student Data

Difference between 
questioning of high and 
low achieving English 
students

Change in 
“understanding” of high 
achieving students

Teaching Outcomes

Encouragement of 
metacognitive processes 
when reading

Assessment to check for 
understanding of 
meaning

Future Plans

Longer process, accessible texts

Cross- department discussions


